BERGLUND HALL
119 SMART PODIUM, PORTABLE SMARTBOARD
121 COE COMPUTER LAB - SMART PODIUM, SMARTBOARD
139 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
140 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
145 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
147 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
200 PROJECTOR, VIDEO/AUDIO CONFERENCING, DVD/VCR, 2 LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA)
216 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
230 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
232 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), DVD/VCR

BURLINGHAM RESIDENCE HALL
LOBBY TV, DVD/VCR, LAPTOP CONNECTION (VGA)
109 *NEW* SMART CABINET (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY

CARRIEGNE HALL
205 *NEW* SMART PODIUM, (VGA/HDMI)
306 80” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), DOCUMENT CAMERA, BLU-RAY
311 80” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), DOCUMENT CAMERA, BLU-RAY

CASCADE RESIDENCE HALL
1 FL EAST LOUNGE 80” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
1 FL WEST STUDY 70” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
2 FL EAST LOUNGE 70” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
2 FL WEST STUDY 65” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI)
3 FL WEST STUDY 70” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
4 FL WEST STUDY 70” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY

CLARK RESIDENCE HALL
LOBBY TV, DVD/VCR (FISHBOWL)

GILBERT RESIDENCE HALL
LOBBY 52” TV, VGA, RCA, S-VIDEO CONNECTIONS
LAUND TV, DVD/VCR
2ND FL SMART CART
3RD FL 46” TV, VGA, RCA, S-VIDEO CONNECTIONS
4TH FL TV, DVD/VCR

JEFFERSON HALL
208 MONDO PAD, TV, VCR
221 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), DUAL PROJECTION, WIRELESS COLLABORATION, VIDEO LECTURE CAPTURE, WIRELESS MIC
223 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), DUAL PROJECTION, WIRELESS COLLABORATION, VIDEO LECTURE CAPTURE, WIRELESS MIC
224 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), DUAL PROJECTION, WIRELESS COLLABORATION, VIDEO LECTURE CAPTURE, WIRELESS MIC
233 70” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI)
301 TV, VCR, PC
307 80” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), DOCUMENT CAMERA, BLU-RAY
309 TV/VCR
321 80” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), DOCUMENT CAMERA, BLU-RAY

LIBRARY
114 LIBRARY CLASSROOM LAB - SMART CART
201 PROJECTOR, SOUND, LAPTOP CONNECTION (VGA), AUDIO & VIDEO TELECONFERENCE
210 65” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI)

MARSH HALL
LL5 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI)
LL12 PC LAB - PROJECTOR, INSTRUCTOR COMPUTER, LAPTOP HDMI & VGA CONNECTIONS, BLU-RAY
LL21 MAC LAB - PROJECTOR, INSTRUCTOR COMPUTER, LAPTOP HDMI & VGA CONNECTIONS, BLU-RAY
101 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
105 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
201 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
206 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
207 70” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
212 70” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
214 70” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
216 TAYLOR AUDITORIUM - SMART PODIUM

McCORMICK RESIDENCE HALL
LL TV, DVD/VCR (DOGHOUSE)

MURDOCK HALL
118 McILL AUDITORIUM - *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY, PROJECTOR, 2 DISPLAYS, ENHANCED AUDIO
101 CHEMISTRY LAB - PROJECTOR

PRICE HALL
LAB 70” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTION (VGA/HDMI)
112 70” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTION (VGA/HDMI)
114 70” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTION (VGA/HDMI)
201 SMART PODIUM (MAC LAB)
202 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
203 SMART PODIUM
204 SMART PODIUM
214 *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY

SCOTT HALL
100B2 70” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), DOCUMENT CAMERA, BLU-RAY
100B4 70” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), DOCUMENT CAMERA, BLU-RAY
100B7 CLIC – 80” MONITOR, M Mac MINI, BLU-RAY, Doc Cam, LAPTOP CONNECTION (VGA, HDMI) SCALING SWITCHER, PORTABLE WHITE BOARD
204 PC COMPUTER LAB - *NEW* SMART PODIUM (VGA/HDMI), BLU-RAY
217 *NEW* SMART PODIUM, (VGA/HDMI), SINGLE PROJECTION, DUAL 70” MONITORS, WIRELESS COLLABORATION
218 *NEW* SMART PODIUM, (VGA/HDMI), DUAL PROJECTION, DUAL 70” MONITORS, WIRELESS COLLABORATION
219 80” MONITOR, LAPTOP CONNECTIONS (VGA/HDMI), APPLE TV
221 *NEW* SMART PODIUM, (VGA/HDMI), DUAL PROJECTION, DUAL 70” MONITORS, WIRELESS COLLABORATION

SCULLY HALL

LEGEND
SMART PODIUM = PODIUM COMPUTER, DVD/VCR, DOC CAM, AUX INPUTS, SOUND, PROJECTOR, LAPTOP HOOKUP (VGA)

*NEW* SMART PODIUM = PODIUM COMPUTER, DVD/BluRay (NO VCR), DOC CAM, AUX INPUTS, SOUND, PROJECTOR, LAPTOP HOOKUP (VGA/HDMI)

AV CART = PROJECTOR, DVD/VCR, SOUND, No Automatic Control, No Computer

SMART CART = PROJECTOR, DVD/VCR, SOUND, LAPTOP HOOKUP (VGA), No Computer
TECHNOLOGY SET-UPS
Helpdesk staff can set up equipment for students, faculty and staff during our normal business hours (M-F, 8am-7:30pm).

Please use EMS (schedule.pacificu.edu) to reserve equipment and request tech support. (Within 24 hours, please call the Helpdesk @ x1500.)

EQUIPMENT CHECKOUT
RULES
A signed “Loan Agreement Form” must be on file with the Helpdesk before equipment can be checked out. Normal checkout period is 24 hours. The person checking out equipment is responsible for paying replacement or repair costs if equipment is stolen, lost or damaged.

******